Structure and flanking regions of soybean seed protein genes.
We have characterized the structure and flanking region of genes representing two, coordinately expressed, soybean seed protein gene families. One family directs the synthesis of the major storage protean glycinin; the other encodes a 15.5 kd polypeptide of unknown function. DNA blot hybridization experiments showed approximately three, nonallelic genes in the glycinin family and two in the 15 kd protein family, and showed that these families are not selectively amplified or rearranged during embryogeny. R-loop and S1 nuclease mapping studies demonstrated no detectable introns in the 15 kd protein genes but at least one and possibly two in the glycinin genes. No interfamily clustering of these genes occurs within a 10-15 kb chromosomal domain. Nor are they contiguous to other genes expressed at moderate levels during embryogenesis. Each of them, however, is contiguous to a gene expressed at another developmental period in the leaf. These leaf genes encode rare class messages which constitute only 1 X 10(-5%) of the leaf mRNA, or about one molecule per cell. R-loop analysis of two leaf genes showed that one contains no detectable introns while the other possesses at least three. DNA gel blot studies showed that only one of the seed protein genomic clones contains an interspersed repetitive DNA element. Pairwise cross-hybridization studies did not detect any flanking sequences shared by the 15 kd protein, glycinin and leaf genes.